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New in TOSAM

- Guidance for Scoping for Traffic Analysis
  - Spatial/ Temporal extents, Analysis Steps
- Guidance for Analysis of Innovative Intersections
  - Input Parameters, MOEs
- Chapter on Data
  - What is available? How, and for what should it be used?
- New Tools
  - Screening, Mesoscopic
Update in TOSAM

- Calibration
  - Thresholds
- Updated versions of Current Tools
  - Default values, new parameters

Update VDOT VISSIM Manual
POLL Question for TOSAM Update

- Should project types matter while selecting thresholds?
  - Planning, Design, etc

- Two-Lane Highways??
  - HCQS committee passed the motion to adopt Auto Mode service measure to Follower Density
Questions?
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Sanhita Lahiri, P.E., PTOE
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